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the advantages to remasters are, of course, that theyre not new ips to develop, theyre less expensive than new games, and theyre non-complicated enough that you can just toss them out
there and be done with them. the disadvantages of course are that in most cases theyre not as good as the originals. that's why it's intriguing to see blizzard is able to make a good game

out of a game that is, to put it lightly, nasty. i mean, it's still a turn-based tactical rpg, in some ways, but it manages to turn that over-used genre trope into something new. you can see the
hours and hours of play testing and tweaking that went into this balance between appropriate nostalgia and refreshable play. while the controls are tricky, with right clicks being what they
were, the game is absolutely beautiful and plays better than ever before. the game features an interface overhaul and is all-new in virtually every way. heck, even the trading screen that i

played through with my friends was new. the main menu is all-new (and amazing, if i do say so myself), but the game comes with a handy save/load function that allows players to take
breaks and jump back into the game at any time to their heart's content. youll notice that the menu system is different from the original, and unlike the oolite port of diablo 2 where the

controller buttons are removed, your controller buttons, like right click, scroll, and action button, are still available. i know this may be a bone of contention for some longtime fans, but as
someone who has played hundreds of hours of diablo 2, i love the ability to control things through the actual game. i understand the thought that the old days were the best, but i enjoy the

new form of control, and i thought the game felt stronger because of it.
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the diablo franchise is a difficult one to
tackle. it’s both a product of modern,
social-centric times and a game that
simply spawned a whole genre that

doesn’t seem to go away. theres a lot
to revise. even as i wrote the above

line, i knew i had to proceed onward, if
only to see if this was all just

hyperbole. if i have to single out a
game as one of the best of all

time..well, i was going to give it a shot.
it was a joy to tinker with the

workbench and it sped up
experimentations considerably but it is

a double edged sword if you lack
experience. catastrophe ensued when
i tried to transfer the workbench build

into the da2. the case is clearly
advertised as dual slots..and i had no
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idea they existed but the zotac 1080 ti
amp extreme is a 2.5 slots! even if i

used a hammer, the gpu was not
going to fit in. by the time i ran into
that issue, diablo ii resurrected was

released. i had a pc with no case and
wires everywhere which took me back
way before 2000. but it worked and we

started playing with this setup,
crossing fingers the cat would leave it
alone. for the uninitiated, diablo 2 is

pretty much the original dungeon
crawler, building on the foundations of
the first game and just turning players
loose to level up and haul out loot. for
years it was the king atop the action
rpg throne, and while its reign is now
over helped in no small part by the

disappointing diablo 3 theres a good
chance that youve played several

games that it directly influenced. take
away diablo 2 and there would be no
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borderlands, no destiny, no the
divison. its a part of history.
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